Alec Stewart OBE
The Most Capped English Cricketer of all Time - in both Test
Matches and One Day Internationals

CSA Celebrity Speakers Ltd
Alec Stewart OBE is the most capped England cricketer of all time, affectionately known as the 'gaffer' of English cricket. He works as a
regular cricket analyst on Radio 5 live and across Sky Sports and the BBC's cricket coverage. He also remains close to Surrey cricket club
as an ambassador and is a principle ambassador for Vodafone and their sponsorship with the English cricket team. He has also appeared on
Sky One's The Match.
"England Cricket Legend"

In detail

Languages

Alec took over the England captaincy in 1998 and promptly led

He presents in English.

the side to its first major series win for 12 years. After 20 years in
County and International cricket his final match was a very high

Want to know more?

profile one at his home ground The Oval against South Africa in

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

2003. His most memorable performance may have been when he

could bring to your event.

thundered two centuries during England's storming of 'fortress'
Bridgetown in 1993-94. He will go down as one of England's

How to book him?

greatest ever all-rounders. As a regular pundit on cricket shows, a

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

popular player for written and broadcast media, Alec is very
comfortable in front of the camera.

Publications

What he offers you

2009

With his vast experience and respect within the sporting world,
Alec Stewart has a lot to offer on leadership and motivational

Alec Stewart's Cricket Companion
2003

skills. His business focused speech 'Leave Nothing to Chance'

Playing for Keeps: The Autobiography of Alec Stewart

mirrors his approach of preparation and dedication. Combined

2000

with his natural comic timing, Alec ensures an entertaining,

Alec Stewart's England Diary (with Brian Murgatroyd)

enlightening and thought provoking speech which can also be
tailored to after-dinner.

How he presents
Alec Stewart is a natural entertaining speaker with a confident
and considered delivery.

Topics
Leaving Nothing to Chance
After Dinner
Leadership
Motivation
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